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Abstract: The Deuterium Pellet Injector (DPI),
an eight-pellet pneur.atic injector, is being designed
and fabricated for the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
(TFTR). It will accelerate eight pellets, S by 4 n
m.ixinum, to greater than 1500 rr./'s. It utilizes a
unique pellet-forniir.g mechanisn, a cooled pellet
storage wheel, .md improved propellnr.t eas scavenging.

pellet temperature isolation, propel'.ant gas sealing,
maintainability, gun theranl isolation, and operating
flexibility.

introduction

'pjection of soLid hvdrogen isotope pellets has
emerged as the lead technology for fueling magnetic
fusion devices following successful experiments on ISX,
PDX, and Alcntor-r [!-4]. High-velocity neutral
pellets can cross magnetic field tines, depositing ,i
steniflcnnt fraction of their mass in the plasma core.

The <V k Ridge National Laboratory (ORML) is
s';pplvinp a series of pneumatic pellet injectors that
will be used to inject solid deuterium pellets into
the TFTR (51. The Repeating Pneumatic Injector (RPI)
ir- currently in operation on the TFTR, and its use lips
resulted iv record densities .ind confinement tl-*es on
the device. The DPI is scheduled to replace the RPI
in the ='ircer of 1986.

Pneumatic pellet iniectors accelerate a solid
liydr"?en pe!let by meant of a pressure imbalance due
to a siiddcr; application of pressure behind a pellet in
the injector barrel. Recent injectors use high-
pr"=«urp M500-psig) hvdrogen gas as propellant. Th«;
- i".j:le-pe!'ct injector ;tiul four-pellet injectors form
the pellet Vv freozine hydrogen ^^s in the gun breech
[6'. The RPI f?I fr<'e7es the deuterium in a separate
ch.Tl-er and extrudes the solid into the gun breech
where a cutter forms the pellet. The pellet is
-icr»:"er-itrd when a fast solenoid valve is opened to
the pvopullant gas reservoir. A series of chambers
and pumps remover, the propella' ': gas between the
barrel mizzle and the fusion devir....

Deuterium fellet Injector Cun

The DPI is a Tiybrid injector using the extruder
design from the RPT and an eight-barrel gun similar to
tint used in the four-pellet injectors. The DPI vill.
fire 'tp to eight right-circular cylindrical pellets
(two -i. C-rn-<iiam by 3.5 mm, three 3.5-mm-diam by 3.5
rm, and three 3.0-mra-diar, by 3.5 mm) .-.t velocities
approaching 2000 m/s. The pellet velocities are
variable and can be fired independently. The pro-
pell.int temperature is ambient and its presrure is a
maximum of 1500 psig. The injector has a 5-min" duty
cycle and a lifetime of 2000 cycles. . /

Unique features (Fig. 1) include the combination
of pellet wheel and extruder, active cooling of the
pellet wheel with liquid helium, and a precise pellet
whee! drive. The design features improvements to the
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Fig. 1. Deuterium pellet inicctor.

To operate the DPI (Fig. Z) , the gun body is
cooled to 10 K to form a nlug in the extruder line.
The extruder piston is retracted, and the extruder is
charged with deuterium. Mien full, the pellet wheel
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Fig. 2. l"un loadiru-,.

is rotated so that one pellet hole is .:!;pned with the
extruder line. The extruder pisto is advanced to
fill the pellet wheel hole. The vhorl is rotated to
the next position, am' the process repeated ur.ril the
• Icsired pellets are forr.c'.' The •.•'lec-l is next counter-
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rotated to align the pellets with tlio barrels. The
extruder is row reloaded if necessary.

To fire, the barrel clamp solenoids (Fig. 3) are
energized to seal around the pellet holes. The
propellant valves are pulsed, and the pellet is
accelerated.
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body cavity. Barrel ciamp solenoids are nour.ted
concentrically vith the barrels and are energized
before the propellnnt valves sre opened to provide
sealing pressure on the polyetheretherketone (PEEK)
seal rings. The body cavity is pumped by- a duct which
is connected to the injection line prinary pumping
system.

The propellaat valves are flanged off the back
plate in line with the barrels. Tiiese valves are
Vespel-sealed, actuate in 2 ir.s, and have iO-cm3 in-
ternal volumes. These valves are solenoid actuated
and operate at 1500 psig.

The pellet wheel (Fig. '5) forns and transports
the pellets within the gun body. The pellet wheel i.c

sandwiched betveen the face and back plates, rotates
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The extruder utilises a design developed by C. A.
Fc"Jti'V |81, described hy Onbs [7], and proven on the
rrocfianical .ind the repeating pneumatic Injectors. ft
cor.f •'-its of a notor-driven screw press that actuates a
piston running in a brass sleeve. The sleeve is
brazed intp two '.FHC copper blocks. These blocks are
ffirco-cr.r>led with liquid heUun flowing in cooling
channels.

The sun bodv (Fig. 4) consists nf two OFHC copper
and 30iL stainless turnings (face plate and back
plate) vhicli are of brazed and electron-beam vuLded
crrstr-.iction. Seals .ir-; indium wire. The fa..-" and
bacV. plates have *^npr.ratc liquid helium conling
passages.
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The fun body has been designed to minimize the
propellant gas blev-by frnn the pellet vleel ind to
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Fig. 5. Pellet vheel.

about the gun hody axis, and is sealed |-y TEEK seal
rings with steel backing rings. The wheel has nine
vanes — eight for pellets ami one valve vane. The
vanes flex to seal against the clapped PEFK seal rings
and thermally isolate tl-c pellets. r.-ch pellet vane
has a through hole (or pellet fnrrMtinn. This hole is
smaller than the extrudatc passnee but larger than the
barrci IP. This causes corcpre^inn cf the extrudate
into the wheel and of the pel lot i;Un the barrel for
uniform pellet consistency and for propellant gas
seal.

The peLlet wheel is rooled motive!1' with liquid
helium and co:tsi^ts of an OFfiC copper hub jiid .1
beryllium-copper ring. The hub has integral cooling
parsaces fed from the drive ?haft. It is driven from
the shaft by five pins and sealed vith double indium
0-rings for the helium inlet and exhaust.

The active cooling of the pellet vheel permits
the pellets to be stored between the had and fire
cycles and allows the valve vane to form a solid
deuterium plug for extruder filling.

The cold vheel drive (Fie. 6) is a "JC servomotor-
absolute encoder coupled with a 'lriveshaft. This
rotates and accurately positions the pellet wheel
vhlle continuousIv tranferring liquid helium to the
pellet wheel. It consists of the rotr-r-encoe'er, the
irive shaft, a ferrofluidic rotary \.i.-.uum seal, and .1
drive coupling.



Requirements of the drive are precire pellet
wheel positioning ami lov thermal conductivity to the
gun body. The pellet wheel must be positioned ifi arc
rin at 5 ft-lb torque. The maximum' torque is 13
ft-lbs, limited by buckling in the pellet wheel vanes.
The drive shaft mu*t minimize axial therr.aJ conduction
between 273 K at the ferrofluidic seal ar.d 10 K at the
gun body.
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Fig. Cold wheel d.ive.

The motor-encoder is a DC servomotor—14-bit
absolute encoder package purchased (roa BF.I
Electronics, Little Uock, Arkansas.* It is a turnkey
packacc wit!: a unitized motor-encoder and remote drive
and logic. The notor has 23 ft-!bs torque, *7*> arc s
accuracy, and 180°/-= acceleration. The control logic
'p rrngranpablo. The motor-encoder package is li.6
:r.. ID by h in. ID and is mounted concentric to the
drive shaft. This package was chosen due to its low
backlash, case of coupling to the drive shaft, and
turnkev package.

The motor-encoder has been extensively modified
t" rcrrvc Teflon Co comply with requirements of thp
Princeton Plasna Physics Laboratory (PFPI.). Radiation-
•soisitive Cfnp<<nonts ha-e either been replaced or made
accessible tn enable the unit to operate to a neutron

t o o
fluence of 2 ' 10 ' n/cm".

The drive shaft transmits the torque from the
tiotor-crcodL>r to the pellet wheel, centers the wheel
in the gun body, and is the liquid heliun1 fcedthrough
to the pellet wheel. It is supported between a bronze
Hushing in the gun body and the drive coupling off the
notnr bearines. The shaft is fixed axially at the
pellet wheel and is free to float axiaily at the
motor. •»

The shaft is fabricated of concentric tubes. An
i'lncr fibe forms a bayonet fittinr, for the liquid
he!Sun. The transfer line is stationary, nnd the
i'*n<;r tube rotates over it. The gaseous helium
exhausts throueh an annuius over the inner tube. The
rootn-ter.peratiire shaft coupling and ferrofluidic
feedthrough ire isolated with a vacuum annulus. The
gaseous helium return vapor traces the drive shaft.
The shaft OD is 1.5 in. The shaft stiffness is
i.4 x](T3 degrees/ft-lb with a thermal load of 4,5 V
into the gun at 1-L/h helium flow. The shaft is
driven through clamp rings from the drive coupling.

The DPI has five independent liquid helium
cooling circuits. Kach has a control valve and

•Reference herein to any specific cor.meccial product,
process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily
constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation,
or favoring by the fnited States Covernment or any
agency thereof.

heaters for temperature control. The PPT receives
liquid helium through a transfer line entering the
extruder flange. An internal ;uirper transfers liquid
to the back plate where an external transfer line
conducts helium to the pellet wheel. Solenoid cutoff
valves are on each exhaust line.

All subsystems are mounted iin either the cryostat.
rear flange or on the extruder flange. A minimum of
connections is made between these modules. This
allows major subsystems to be removed and repaired or
assembled on the workbench. Large access ports are
located in the injector cryostat sides. The dc
servomotor and driveshaft may be removed with a
minimum of disassembly oi the'injector.

r»r.mary

The DPI has beer, designed to cor.bine desirable
features of the four-pellet injector? and the KTI. It
features improved pellet isolation ar'.i storaitc tech-
niques, improved propel lar.t cos sealing, r.iintain-
ability, and operating flexibility. The DPI will
provide flexible operation vhtlp injecting high-
velocity deuterium pellets into TrTR. |
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